
Reptile's Sexuality

Having Sex with Daenok

Reptile is fairly casual when it comes to sex, due to being raised in a mixture of Reptilian and 
Rulusian (human) society during different parts of his life. For him, sexual activity and 
intimacy represents a wide variety of feelings, from consummating deep love to building 
strong friendships to relieving tension to simply playing around with friends. He enjoys the 
intimate company of Reptilian companions but has no problem having sex outside his 
species, including Rulusian (humans) and other anthropomorphic and alien beings.

Daenok’s free view on sex, however, is tempered by his life as a warrior/knight and his part-
time occupation as a liaison; he considers sex a private event and will decline if he feels the 
current situation isn’t the place for such activities or is aware the act would be 
inappropriate. He’s also not very versed in different practices of sex outside of what would 
generally be considered normal sexual practices in human societies. Surprises or new 
introductions during intimacy can leave him a little flustered and confused. While he 
normally won’t be the one to bring up sex in a conversation or initiate the action, once the 
subject’s breached, Reptile’s pretty quick to respond in kind.

Daenok’s Sexual Preferences

Generally, Reptile prefers to bottom for his partners and take the receiving role during sex. 
Mostly it’s out of preference; bottoming is a comfort and pleasure thing for him, but he’s by 
no means passive when it comes to having sex with others. Some, however, is out of 
respect. Since he’s a reptilian anthro, usually considered predatory by the normal populace, 
Daenok is used to people looking at him with fear or being intimidated by him. So he tends 
to submit by default so his bedmates can get comfortable around him. Naturally, this is 
usually more commonplace with non-reptilian-anthro partners.

He doesn’t mind switching roles in the bedroom and enjoys topping on occasion, so if his 
partner asks him, he’ll gladly take the lead. During sex, Reptile is pretty gentle and mindful 
of his partner’s comforts and boundaries, but he can get caught up in the heat of things. He 
also pays attention to the strength of his partners and if he thinks (or they say) they can 
handle it rough, he won’t mind passions going that route. As a warrior, Daenok likes the 
tender side of intimacy as much as he enjoys a rough ride. He largely engages in natural sex 
with his friends and companions, things that would be considered “tame” and “vanilla” in 
the colloquial sense. But he’s willing to experiment with new things if his partners want to 
or if he grows curious about them. It might take a little bit of encouragement or prodding to 
get him to open up to something he initially thinks is strange or perhaps dangerous, but if he 
trusts his partner, he’ll accept without much resistance.

Reptile has as much preference for engaging in sex with a single partner as he does having 
sex with multiple partners. Group sex with him normally involves a threesome or a 
foursome, but on the chance that it happens and is appropriate, Daenok won’t turn down 
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participating in an orgy with a group of other males. He’s comfortable with performing 
whatever role group sex would like of him, though he does prefer to be the one in the 
middle getting spit-roasted or double penetrated so he can focus on both his partners’ 
pleasure.

While he usually engages in vanilla sex, Reptile isn’t above playing with sex toys during alone 
times. He’s good with making use of impromptu items as toys, such as phallic-shaped fruit 
or the handle of his sword, and engages with traditional sex toys, like dildos or anal beads. 
Group sex and penetrative sex toys, however, are about as far as Daenok goes when it 
comes to kinks in the bedroom, so activities beyond that usually have to be introduced to 
him, though he won’t mind experimenting in most cases.

WARNING: There are some sexual activities Daenock refuses to partake in because they 
either go against what he thinks is appropriate (such as public sex—not to be confused with 
outdoor sex—or sadism / masochism practices) or go against his morals (such as rape or sex 
used to assert dominance or as punishment). Since Daenok has lived through a lot of war 
and racial tensions on his world, he’s seen the dangers and results of what happens when 
people in power force people weaker or beneath them to submit. Because of this, he hates 
sexual violence and humiliation in all its forms.

Reptile will neither force himself upon someone else nor tolerate witnessing the act, and 
he’s naturally adverse to bondage in the bedroom or sex in public due to his experiences. 
That being said, if bondage or public sex are inescapable or his partner manages to 
thoroughly convince him the actions are reciprocated and appropriate, he’ll engage in the 
two, but will probably have questions about the actions later. Full non-con and most dub-
con actions will require complete force to make him commit and both have a good chance 
of doing some serious damage to his current relationships.

Reptilian Sexuality

Sexuality in Reptilian society is rather free-spirited and intimacy occurs regularly between 
both genders of the species. Reptile, like many anthros, uses the term “mate” and “mating” 
to describe sex with another partner, but also uses the term interchangeably with the term 
“sex” or “having sex” like humans do. Similarly, he refers to his partner as his “mate” if 
things are serious enough to form a committed relationship.

Mating between different genders is generally done for pleasure and procreation, while 
sexual intimacy between same-sex Reptilians is very common and mostly enjoyed for 
pleasure and bonding between friends or partners. However, if the bond between a same-
sex coupling grows particularly high, the two can also be referred to as “mates” and 
intimacy as “mating” like different-sex pairings, if the couple chooses to do so. For example, 
Daenok met his best friend and lover, Groul, when they were adolescents, and were simply 
friends and sexual partners. However, due to the depth of their bonding over time, the two 
eventually came to consider each other mates and their intimate times mating, rather than 
just “having sex” and being sexual partners.
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Since Reptilians are anthropomorphic reptiles, their physical activities during sex are 
relatively the same as those done and explored by humans and other humanoid races, 
though they have to take care to mind their claws, teeth, spikes, horns, and the additional 
tails and wings. They engage in the same sorts of positions while mating with each other, 
like missionary and doggy style, and sexual intercourse revolves around penetrative sex.

Reptile is bisexual but his preferred sexual focus revolves around anal sex and oral sex. 
Some sessions between him and his partners can end with just one climax and others can go 
for long periods of time with multiple climaxes until both partners are satisfied. Daenok 
usually goes for two climaxes per session before he’s tired out, but if he’s in the mindset 
and has the energy, he’s capable of going for hours. Asides from the different textures, due 
to his scales, plates, spikes, and horns, and some specific behaviors thanks to his tail, Reptile 
has sex with other males the same way other humanoid races and anthros do.

Reptilian males have the same kind of sex organs as most other anthro males, the main 
difference being whether their penis and testicles are internal or external and whether they 
have a knot or don’t. For example, Daenok’s has an internal penis with a knot and testicles, 
while his mate, Groul has an external penis and testicles and lacks a knot. In its flaccid state, 
Reptille’s penis is kept retracted inside his body in the interior of his abdomen, centered in 
his pelvic (groin) area between his legs. An ovular horn plate serves as the rim of his penis 
sheath (the equivalent of human foreskin), enclosing his genital slit, which is comprised of 
two muscular walls pressed firmly together. While his penis sheath’s exterior isn’t as 
receptive to stimulation, Daenok’s genital slit is very sensitive. Just touching it can bring him 
to a quick arousal. Below his penile sheath is his knot sheath, a slightly swollen plate that 
houses his knot when Reptile’s unaroused. These protective sheaths are a throwback from 
past Reptilian evolutions when the race did not walk upright, but rather crawled over the 
rugged ground of their home. They also serve to make it a little more socially acceptable 
among other races to walk around naked, since Daenok is technically not showing anything 
private.

When he’s aroused, Reptile’s genital slit begins producing its own lubricant, making it easier 
for his growing erection to emerge. The head of his penis is pushed through his genital slit, 
coating it with a thin layer of lubricant, and further ejected through his penile sheath by the 
rest of his penis as his arousal increases. His knot is squeezed out last, popping through his 
sheath and swelling even larger, while his sheath forms a sort of “plug” or “ring” behind it, 
until Daenok’s entire member is standing at full erection. Depending on his arousal, Reptile’s 
erection can point straight out in front of him, jut upward towards his chest, or any angle in 
between the two. During his cool down, after his sexual need is satisfied (or he’s forced to 
stave himself off), the entire process is repeated in reverse; Daenok’s erection subsides as 
his muscles retract his knot and softening penis back through his sheath and slit and inside 
his abdomen.

Most Reptilian have large penises, with the average size being about a foot in length, with 
only the overall shape being humanoid. The head (or glans) of Reptile’s penis is a little under 
a third of his entire length, tapers to a relatively rounded point at the tip, and is a somewhat 
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darker color than the rest of his sex. Directly behind his glans, three shield-like spines 
shingle one close behind the other and encircle the majority of his shaft. These spines turn 
into a row of small, shingle-like spines that run along the top of the shaft. These shingled 
spines angle backwards towards Daenok and are semi-flexible. They’re soft enough to bend 
lightly back and forth when pushed, but rigid enough that withdrawing during sexual 
activities causes the spines to rake the walls of his partner's body, increasing the stimulation 
and sexual sensation and oftentimes getting quicker orgasms. The sides of his shaft are 
smooth and his shaft itself gradually swells towards the center and decreases after. The 
underside of his shaft, however, possesses a semi-knob-plated line that covers the main 
vein of Reptile’s urethra. These slightly-raised plates travel from the base of his glans to the 
base of his shaft, serving to both protect him and pleasure his partner respectively.

At the base of his shaft, between the shaft and the penile sheath, Daenok possesses a thick 
knot of tissue, which ironically looks like a pair of large testicles held close to the underside 
of his shaft. His knot's diameter and width are about a third the size of his penis’ length. 
During sex, his knot swells to full size and, if forced into his partner's body, will lock (tie) the 
two together until Daenok ejaculates. Afterwards, his knot’s size diminishes and lets the two 
males separate again. Trying to force or successfully forcing his knot out while it’s still 
swollen can definitely be done (depending on the hardness of whatever he’s plugged into), 
but it renders him practically semi-unconscious from the sheer sensation overload of 
squeezing his knot like that.

Daenok’s testicles are internal and located within his abdomen. Like other anthro and 
human/humanoid males, his testicles produce a viscous, clear liquid that serves as lubricant 
during sexual activities, and thick, white ejaculate with his seed, both of which are produced 
in varying amounts. Depending on stimulation, Reptile can ejaculate rather powerfully, even 
more than a few feet at times. Some Reptilians, like Groul, possess external testicles, which 
are often covered with a thin, flexible, and durable skin that either replicates the style of 
their horn plates or is a much more supple form of their horn plates, ranging from smooth 
to textured depending on the plate style.

Like most living creatures, Reptilians have an anus (also known as the "tailhole" or "tail 
hole" in sexual contexts) which is, not surprisingly, not much different than other humanoid 
anuses. Reptilians possess humanoid buttocks, the same muscular globes that cushion 
sitting and help power walking. However, their buttocks nestle the majority of the base of 
the species' tail between them. Because of this, the Reptilian anus is located in a more 
literally “between the legs” area, along his perineum. This places their anus slightly below 
the male’s penis or penile sheath, which is a closer distance than most humans or 
humanoids, and even many anthros, are used to.

A Reptilian’s hole is located in the center of an anal horn plate, which is a protective rim of 
flexible horn plates that are softer than the normal plates surrounding it. The plates around 
his anus resemble the same humanoid “pucker” others are used to seeing and can stretch to 
a smooth ring during intercourse, depending on the size the Reptilian is taking. Just inside 
his tail hole's protective rim is a circular muscle that serves as the main tightening ring of 
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the anus. It allows the Reptilian control of its motions, letting him squeeze and clench his 
hole just like other species. Similar to their genital slit, Reptilian anuses naturally secrete a 
thin sheen of lubricant, but this is usually only observant during sex.

Due to their anus' location, most Reptilians males lift their tails during anal sex and lean 
forward, particularly when being taken from behind, making it easier for their partner to 
penetrate them. Some Reptilians prefer their tails to be pushed to the side or draped over 
their partner’s arm to remove it from obstructing sexual acts, particularly if they consider 
“lifting the tail” to be emasculating or embarrassing. Because of this, Reptilian males have 
easier access to their anus when being taken from the front, as their tails can lie flat on the 
bed or hang down below and penetration occurs over them instead. Contrary to some 
beliefs, Reptilians do not have their anus "in" their tails.

Sexually, a Reptilian who lifts his tail during a sexual encounter often uses that to indicate 
his receptiveness to a partner and sometimes may be expected of a Reptilian who takes on 
a submissive role in the action. On the opposite side, keeping his tail down usually suggests 
the Reptilian’s not interested in having sex with the person offering it—or if they’re already 
engaged in foreplay, it should communicate that he’s not interested in being penetrated. 
Though it should go without saying, the tapered point of most Reptilian tails allows their tail 
to be either self-inserted or used on a partner for sexual stimulation.
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